If you have met all criteria to be accepted into Zicklin and were successfully processed for official acceptance into Zicklin, there will be a positive service indicator (★) at the top of your CUNYfirst Student Center. Your “Holds” box will show “Accepted into Official Major”.

Students accepted into Zicklin with an Accounting, Finance, or International Business Plan will see the positive indicator ★ as well as a negative service indicator (☒) that indicates there are additional GPA requirements (Accounting 2.5 GPA/Finance 2.0 GPA) or departmental review requirements (International Business) that must be met before the plan is official. This negative service indicator “Academic Plan Status” with reason “Must Satisfy additional req” does not affect registration and will be released when you have satisfied requirements to continue with an Accounting, Finance, or International Business plan.

You have been admitted to your chosen Academic Plan. Your major/plan has additional requirements to be fulfilled. Please go to http://www.baruch.cuny.edu/registrar/webgrade/major.htm for additional information.